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Abstract 
We present here the results of an extensive simulation activity t’w the TESLA SASE FEL Wc have UWJ the pnqx1111 

GINGER to determine the FEL saturation length and the power fluctuations from shot 10 shot. The \pc’c.IraI pr-opcrties ~11‘ the 

output power and the correlation functions are investigated and compared with available theoretical IIN~CIG. 

1. Introduction 

Currently, DESY [I ] and collaborators arc designing a 

VUV Free Electron Laser (FEL) operating in Sell’ An- 

plified Spontaneous Emission (SASE) mode. One of the 

merits of the SASE scheme is that it does not require any 

input signal from a master oscillator, since the \pontaneoua 

radiation emitted by a sufficiently intense electron beam 

enterins in the undulator drives the high gain collective 

instability 17,3]. A proper study of the shot noise startup. 

the correct saturation length and its fluctuation5 requires 

that the time dependence of the initial shot noise of the 

electron phases and slippage effects mu\t be taken into 

account, both in the theory and in the numerical modeling. 

The ID analysis 141 of a SASE-tnode FEL 5how.s that 

depending on the relative length of the electron pulse with 

respect to the “cooperation length”. detined ;I$ IL,,,,,, = Al 

(47~~) where p is the dimensionless FEL parameter 121. the 

system can operate in very different dynamical regimec. In 

the long hunch case, when the beam is much longer than 

the cooperation length. the time structure of the output 

radiation beam is dominated by the onset of supcrt-adiant 

spiking, seeded by the shot noise nonuniformities. In the 

short bunch case by contrast. the output pulse consists of a 

single. clean superradiant pulse, which will exhibit strong 

shot-to-shot fluctuations. 

Previously (bee Refs. [ 1.51). the beam and undulator 

parameters for the TESLA FEL have heen extensively 

studied and optimized (see Table I ) in the framework of 

the steady state. monochromatic theory and simulation, 
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where slippage et’t’ect~ arc neglcctecl. In this ;tppro\i- 

mation. the SASE clcvicc I\; motlclcd as ;III ampliticr seeded 

with the \ptrntancous radiation cmi114 in the first gain 

length of the undulatot-. 

In this paper- we inbcsli,, cg’tte the litw \trtic‘ttire and 

spectral charactcri$tic\ of the emitted pulhcs I’rom the 

TESLA FEL. seeking an estimate 01’ the cmittcd hantlwtclth 

and the amplitude or shot-to-shot Iltictuaticmx in (:utput 

pt,wcr- Xld saturation Icngth 

2. TESLA FIX modeling 

Our analysis of the shot noi\c‘ startup 01’ the TES1.A 

FE% cmployh the ?D. tinwdepetldettt ~tmulatiotl cotlc 

GINGER IhI. which models the intc’ractlon 01 the 31) 

motion of the beam c‘lectrona with an axt\ylnmctrtc, 

polychromatic radiation lield. The electron and radiation 

pulse arc allowed to travel the v.igler with dil’l’ct-ent 

velocities. In addition to iI time-dependent ~radiation licld, 

GINGER can alxo include time-depcntlcnt clectrcrn hxm 

paramctcrx such a arbitrary cut-rent or cncrgy di\tt-ihu- 

Table I 

Total hunch charge 

Peah CtIrrcIIt 

Beam energy 

rms normalized cmlttunce 

rm5 energy spread 

rmh beam kngth 

Undulator wavelength A%% 

Undulator urrngth (, /I 
FEL pxxneter II 

I I> gain length I*,,,,, 

ID cooperation length I ,,,,,,, 

I n(‘ 

2 i LA 

I CkV 

2.x 11,111 nlr;ld 

0. I ‘/I 

50 p_n, c IhO I\l 
77.3 mm 

O.X’Jh 

I.67 ’ IO 
I 3 111 
0.3 pm ( I .(I2 I\) 
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lion\. SASE startup from \hot noi~ is modeled by adding 

ranJon~ tluctuatlon\ to the macroparticle longitudinal and 

tran\\er\c cooldinatcb 171. 

The a~mulation\ dc\cribcd here have been performed 

with ;I hD Gaussian distribution in the electron phase 

~pacc. A \et-ieh of run\ has been performed with different 

random number seeds to as~sh the influence of shot-to- 

\hot fluctuatiun~ o\cr the relevant quantities of the FEL. 

The hcam par-ameter\ were zet to the nominal value{ listed 

I11 I‘;lhlc I. 

From the analytical theory of a SASE-mode FEL 13.31. 

it is po\\ihlc to evaluate the evolution of the half-width of 

t/ii’ power spectrum and thr decay time of the field 

autocorrrlati~~~~ function along the wiggler: 

(1) 

whel-e T, ~ i\ the time required by the electric tield 

~ttitocorrcl~ition function to decay to 0.S and I,,,,,,, = hU / 

(-!~IJ i\ the gain Icngh. These rrlattons neglect 2D effects 

wch a\ dtfft-action and eniittance. and also presume ;I cold 

hcanl with no energy spread. Thus. Eq. ( I ) represents an 

upper limit for the FEL band\vidth. since inclusion of 

cnerfy ~p~-eacl d ?D et‘l’cct\ \\ ill dtxwase p and narrow 

the gait, handwldth. 

In FI:. I wc compare the bandwidth and the auto- 

ctrrrelatlon time computed l’rom a \eric\ of IS GINGER 

\imulatlon with cuprc\sii,ns ( I ) and f 2 I. The error harx c>n 

the simulation p~j~ntz Jcnotc the magnitude of the rms 

Huctuation\ m~uncl the avcragc value computed from the 

run\. A\ \+a\~ t‘ound in previous GINGER Gtnulation\ of ;I 

1 tltn FEL operating in SASE mode [7]. i-, ,I grow\ with 

the x : dependence predicted in Eq. (2 I uith an absolute 

rnqni tudc 30’;; greater due IO 2D el’fecth. Likrwi\e. we 

xee that the system experiences a systematic bandwidth 

narrowing with respect to the ID theory, due to diffraction. 

For the parameters used in this simulation the initial 

Rayleigh range C;, = rcr’/A) of the radiation beam is 

I .87 m, whereas the ID gain length is I .3 m. From the 

GINGER simulations, the predicted TESLA FEL band- 

width (HWHM) for the power spectrum is approximately 

().I%, which is -60% that of the “natural” FEL band- 

width given approximately by p. again due to diffraction 

effects. 

The temporal structure of the emitted pulse (see Fig. 2) 

shows the presence of superradiant spikes seeded from the 

shot noise on the input electron beam. For the TESLA FEL 

parameters, the beam length is much larger than the 

cooperation length and the resulting temporal structure is 

dominated by sharp superradiant spikes. some of which 

reach more than IO GW peak power. This spiking behuviot 

also dominates the spectrum of the emitted radiation in 

Fig. 2. where the wavelength is resolved in bins of width 

2.73 x IO ’ nm. As different shot noise realizations gener- 

ally lead to different spike positions and relative power, 

Fig. 2 should be considered as output from a representative 

“sample” shot. 

The behavior of thehe superradiant spihes follows 

accurately the predictions of the ID SASE theory. In 

particular. the spikes show an overall width which is 

related to the cooperation length and travel at the group 

velocity previously predicted by Ref. [A] to be 

Eq. (3) clearly suggests that the spike velocity is smaller 

than the light velocity in free space and that the spikes 

move forward with respect to the electron bunch at 

approximately one third of the nominal slippage rate of the 

radiation. This behavior is clearly contirmrd by Fig. 3. 

where the normalized radiation intensity. f(:. r) = I(:, t )/ 
(I(:)). from a TESLA GINGER run ih plotted as a function 

of the distance along the wiggler (horizontal axis) and of a 

time measured on a frame moving at the light velocity 

(vertical axis). In this case. to show the dynamics of a few 

Fig. 2. Predicted temporal structure (a) and spectrum (b) of a 

typIcal output radiation pulse of the TESLA SASE FEL. 
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Fig. 3. Plot of the normalized radiation intensity as 3 functmn of the wiggler length (horvontal ~lxi\) and of the time Amg a rctercncc tramc 

moving at the light velocity. c (vertical axis). For a descrlptmn of the figure. please refer to the text. 

superradiant spikes, we have modeled a very thin longi- 
tudinal slice of the electron beam only 7 km long (23 fs). 
imposing periodic boundary conditions at its edges. It is 
clearly seen from the figure that the spikes move slower 
than the light velocity during the exponential growth of the 
power up to saturation (and hence accumulate a time delay 
on the coordinate 7 x f - Z/L.). Near saturation (r = 20 m). 

nonlinear gain effects become important and the radiation 
spikes start propagating at C’ (i.e. they begin to move 
horizontally in Fig. 3). 

2.Z Average emitted power and saturation length 
jluctuarions 

Ref. [41’s ID analysis of the SASE startup also pre- 
dicted, in the case where the beam length is much greater 
than the cooperation length, that shot-to-shot fluctuations 
for output power and saturation length become quite small. 
In Fig. 4 we show both the behavior of the average laser 
power (Fig. 4a) and its relative fluctuations (Fig. 4b) as 

functions of distance along the wiggler. As expected. Ihe 
relative shot-to-shot power fluctuation\ ;Ire greatest in the 
exponential regime where. for the TESLA. FEL parame- 
ters. these can reach a value of lSP70%. Well beyond 
saturation, the relative fluctuation level drop< sharply. 
indicating that while the necessary saturation length may 
vary somewhat from shot-to-shot. the saturation power i\ 
nearly constant. 

(b) ’ ’ 1 

Fig. 4. Evolution of the average emlttrd power along the wiggler 

(a) and of the relative power fluctuatmm along the wiggler lb). 
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3. Conclusions 

In this paper we have used the time-dependent, 2D 
simulation code GINGER to examine the predicted opera- 
tion of the TESLA SASE-mode FEL. The main charac- 
teristics of the emitted radiation. the predicted output FEL 
bandwidth, the temporal correlation function, and the shot- 

to-shot power fluctuations are generally in good agreement 
with the available ID theory, except that the bandwidth is 

somewhat narrowed due to diffraction effects. The mea- 
sured group velocity of the temporal radiation spikes also 
agrees well with the theory. 
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